
The innovative surface treatment 
technology for improving printability

on sensitive and heat sensitive 
materials



WHAT IS PLASMA?

Temperature or energy

Solid Liquid Gas Plasma

• Atoms have a fixed
position

• There is a chemical
bond between
atoms

• Atoms or 
molecules move 
around

• The is a small 
attraction force 
between atoms or 
molecules

• Atoms or 
molecules moves 
around and collides

• There is no 
attraction force 
between atoms or 
molecules

• Gas that contains
free ions and free 
electrons

• Gas is partially
ionized



A plasma is created by applying energy to a gas

This energy can be:
thermal, or carried by an electric current or electromagnetic radiations.

The electric field transmits energy to the gas electrons
(which are the most mobile charged species). 

This electronic energy is then transmitted to the neutral species by collisions

PLASMA GENERATION



The excitation 
frequency is 
important,
it influences the 
behavior of the 
electrons and 
the ions;

Ex of Frequency variation 
range for electrons in 
cold plasma

Ex of Frequency 
variation range for ions 
in cold plasma

Decreasing plasma temperaturePlasma can be 
ignited by :
DC voltage
Or
AC voltage 
at a certain 
frequency

PLASMA GENERATION



Iplasm is an atmospheric pressure plasma jet device that allows the ionisation of a 
Noble gas (Argon) by applying an high voltage (HV) nearby the channel where the gas 
is flowing.

FAST    18 

· Single-screw extruder: it is focused on designing and realizing a single screw printer head that allows the melt 

compounding of the two feeding nanocomposites (the HA-composite and the Masterbatch) already prepared 

with the fillers by twin screw extrusion processing or other raw biomaterials. The main advantage of this 

solution is that design of the single screw head is more compact and can be easily fitted to the general layout of 

the printer device; however, on the other side, the head characteristics must be finely tuned with the mixing 

performances of the compound. Indeed, the critical issue concerns the low shear strength processing that will 

limit a full mixing of the masterbatches and different domains will remain in the printed polymer.   

· Twin-screw extruder: it is focused on designing and realizing a twin-screw printer head to perform a full 

blending of the nanocomposites feeding thanks to the higher shear strength processing, despite a higher cost 

and system complexity. Due to the low availability of medical grade raw materials this twin-screw will be 

studied and developed also to perform in situ compounding avoiding the necessity of large amounts of raw 

materials, thus by-passing the necessity of pre-compounding step foreseen for the Masterbatch production. This 

solution is certainly more ambitious and results will depends also in the shear strength needed for a good 

dispersion of the fillers. This head is going to be designed to process a minimum volume of 5 grams of raw 

material. In order to dose the amount of each raw materials being fed to the compounding region, the extruder 

design will include the evaluation of different inlets for each materials towards the endless screw for which will 

also be studied the variable cross section. 

The printer heads will be designed to allow the processing of different materials with the capability to mix these in 

different mixture ratios. The screw design will be modelled with 3D CAD software and the thread geometries and 

interface will be simulated with COMSOL multiphysics modelling software. The optimized design will be 

calculated according to the rheological data obtained from the masterbatch processed materials. The collection of 

the process parameter of the masterbatch production with the inclusion of the different fillers will be further 

implemented in the twin screw extruder. Different thread spaces of the twin screw extruder will be investigated to 

improve miscibility of the raw materials. Between the outlet of the deposit and the inlet of the extruder body, a 

dosing gravimetric system will be considered to ensure an automatic control with proper feeding ratio between the 

raw materials. The system will be studied in order to obtain the desired gradients. The raw material dosing system 

will be studied and in case also gas pressure or other dosing systems will be evaluated. The system will include a 

proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller with four independent zones to control individual heating 

elements, one for each raw material deposit, one for the extruder body and one for the construction platform. For 

the extruder and component design, we will meet all the CE regulations related to health and safety requirements 

(EHSRs). Furthermore, the extruder will be designed to be easily assembled, cleaned and sterilized in autoclave, to 

avoid material cross contamination between printing sessions. Surface erosion due to the high ceramic content of 

the masterbatches will be also studied using also surface antiscratch and self-lubricant coatings. 

Customised atmospheric plasma 

Despite the high innovation potential, industrial implementations using injection of 

chemicals in atmospheric pressure plasma discharges are still very limited due to missing 

industrial robustness. Up to now, the main drawbacks of this technique are the lack of 

reproducibility, slow line speeds, high gas consumption and inefficient precursor use. 

Moreover in biomaterials processing another requirement is related to the plasma 

treatment temperature that has to be kept low enough to avoid any damage, etching or 

erosion of the compounded polymer or surface polymer chains rearrangement. 

All these drawbacks will be overcome and the PA-CVD processes will be implemented 

using a customised version of the AP plasma-jet by Nadir srl, fitting also the geometrical 

constrictions of its integration in the HAM system or other technological aspects such as 

aerosol or vapour precursors feeding or distance from the printing head. The AP plasma-

jet by Nadir srl will be used as starting point for device customisation due to its high 

efficiency, reduced size and low temperature processing. The Nadir plasma soft jet (patent 

pending PCT/IB2014/002459) is an RF plasma supported upstream by a low frequency 

plasma for ignition and continuous sustain (Figure 10). The two plasma have both a 

double DBD geometry that ensure a clean and low temperature plasma, and has been 

developed for the surface treatment of artefacts of cultural heritage interest
100

. 

Similarly, in this system particular attention has been paid to the heat transfer capacity, 
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Figure 10 Scheme of 
the Nadir plasma jet 
design. 
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In order to ensure a cold and 
efficient plasma, the device is also 
equipped with a Radio Frequency ( 
27MHz RF) power supply system that 
allows the sustain of the plasma in a 
cold and homogenous  way ensuring 
a rich plasma of active species:
free ions, radicals and electrons

IPLASM



IPlasm – Main Features

 Double Dielectric Barrier Discharge design

 Avoids streamers to arc transition
 Avoids the contact between the plasma and the electrodes
 Avoids the problem of the electrodes erosion
 Ensures a clean plasma 

Common problem of arc 
discharge torches is here 

avoided

NO SURFACE POISONING

CLEAN



IPlasm – Main Features

 It combines a HV-LF power supply (20W) with a 27MHz RF power supply (20-80W)

 Ensures a low temperature plasma
 Ensures low current carrying streamers
 Ensure high energy transfer to electrons
 Ensure high efficiency plasma treatments

SURFACE TREATMENT < 40°C

The low temperature allows to not 
heat the treated surfaces and 

therefore to not damage or induce 
surface expansion or phase 

changes

COLD



Iplasm – Main Features

 Multiple coaxial design for

 Working gas
 Chemical percursors introduction (vapours or aerosols)
 Environmental atmosphere confinement
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design. 
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SURFACE CHEMICAL 
FUNCTIONALISATION 
AND 
COATING DEPOSITION

Argon duct

Precursor duct

Nitrogen duct

EFFICIENT



Oxidative
plasma

Reductive
plasma
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It allows to work with different Argon gas mixtures:

• Ar/O2 is typically used for cleaning of polymeric substrates and for removal of 
unwanted organic layers

• Ar/H2 is tipically used for celaning of oxydised layers from metals

IPlasm – Designed for CH



It allows the deposition of functional or protective layers by working with 
the appropriate chemical precursor 

IPlasm – Designed for CH



IPlasm – How it works

 Pulsing System

Allows to further reduce temperature treatment and to better control the plasma 
chemistry of delicate chemical precursor    



IPlasm – Specifications

Supply

Power 10-100W, 220V
Gas 1 Ar 5-10 slm
Gas 2 carrier gas for chemical precursor

vapour or reactive gas (0,2-5 slm)
Gas 3 Cooling/Shielding (Air or N2 10-20 slm)

Dimensions

Control Unit 3U dimension rack or trolley
Plasma nozzle cylinder 20 cm long, 250 g
Connection cables 2 m 

Treatment

Spot size 1 cm2

Surface activation rate 1 – 10 s/cm
Deposition rate (cm2) 0,5 – 10 nm/s cm
Pulsing system tON (30 – 10.000 μs)

tOFF (50 – 10.000 μs)



IPlasm 6Jet – Specifications

5cm plasma line

Possibility to combine severals
6 jets heads in order to cover 
greater surfaces  



IPlasm Automation – Specifications

Possibility to mount IPlasm on a table
top robot for automatic pre-treatment



IPlasm – Applications

Surface activation and cleaning   

(before coating  application)

Improved wettability and overprint ability 

(of varnishes, inks,…) 

Adhesion promotion and primer replacement 

(gluing processes, rubber injection, VOC free 
paint, encapsulating resins,…)

Surface protection 

(water repellent and anti-corrosion coatings)

thin PE textiles

small polycarbonate  
components

Epoxy resin



IPlasm – Applications

Creative Industries

Surface treatment 
for 
adhesion improvement
of decorative printings
and coatings



IPlasm – Applications

IPlasm is a powerful tool for adhesion promotion 
and for joining dissimilar materials. 

advanced surface modifications are achievable by grafting chemical species 
and functionalities  for adhesion promotion with the desired joint. 

allow the replacement  of 
common solvent-based 
primers,  guaranteeing 
the desired adhesion 

performance with 
environmentally friendly 

and solvent-free 
processes.

Textile membrane on rubber

Adhesive rupture for not 
treated samples

Cohesive rupture for  treated 
samples



IPlasm – Other Applications

Surface treatment of technical textiles
Sails bonding, flame retardants, …

Improved composite materials properties
(also in collaboration with an italian player of composite materials)

Enhanced adhesion  and joining between 
composite materials and metals
(such as aluminum vs carbon fiber, …)

Protective and anticorrosion Coatings Not coated 
part



High efficiency at Low temperature!

IPLASM


